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ABSTRACT '

Indivplual differences in the motivation and skill to'
manage impressions can be measured by the Self-Monitoring Scale.

-Blindn dating encounters were esta'bli'shed to investigate whether
compleaentarity rather than similarity in partnee's self-monitoring
would lead to greater attraction and -satisfaction, with the
relationship. College stpdents (N=64 Couples) completed tale
Self-Monitoring Scale, the Bea Androgyny Scale, and persbnai data
forms. Pairs of subjects met each other and conversWbriefly. After
the initial meeting,, subjeCts completed.Dioh Scales to-give
impressions of,their partners. Pairs then dated each other
exclusivelx,for three Weeks (a minimum of the dates) and then
°CbmOleted a final Dion Scale. Results showed that high
self-ionittiring women Were more faTorable thai.low self-monitoring
womenabbut their dates, regardless of-males', levels of -

self-monitoring, All males, however; preferr#d low self-monitoring
women. These findings provide no evidence thit,complegentarity of

.self-monitoring, affects attraction in dating iituation.'(NBB)
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4 One of the mogt-pervasive.aspects of humu.soc41

interaction is "impression management." Whattpeople say and

do is informative to otherg, and this information can be.

, .° managed to createlftn image. - According to Mark Snyder (1974)

there are important individual differences in the motivation

and skill to manage impression, and these individual

-

difftreaces can,be measured by the Self-Monitoring Scale.
6

Individuals `scoring high on this scale - hi self-monitors -
. J

are said to be very 6t at tailoring their behavior and

.making it appropr ate to whatever audience is at hand. On

the other hand, individuals scoring/low on the scales - low

self-monitors - are said to be less motivated or less skAlled
-4, -

at tailoring an image, or at leastcreating adifferent image

for different situations.

In order-to: adjust their behavioxs,',high self-monitors,

v ,? ,. 1 .'
.

'col ect and peocess more information about people with whom

t.

they expect to interact than do low self-monitOrs (Berscheid,,..

Apraziario, Monson, & Dermer, 1976; Elliott, 1%790
!

Apparently,-high self-monitors are seeking cue's as to' what

411age'ig most appropriate for the pirticular people invcilve.,,

However, pis'information collection task may be. considerably
(

More difficult Orr the high sell-monitor than we have implied
. .

so far. y ,A

SoMe of:the'problems confronting the high self-monitor
..

are that'other per'sons May not emit enough information, or
er,
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may not ettlit enough reliable informatio to be useparfor

creating an image. In the natural ecology, this,might-occur

when two unacquainted high self - monitors, me t. BOthare

actively colicerned wl,th'creating an image, each is carefully

scrutinizing the other in a search for cues, and each is
e

tryingto adjus t. lithavior to be "appropriate." It was
/04 1

our suspicion that individuals in this situation would be'-

uncomfortable.

J4more comfortable state of affairs might occur when

the unacquainted pair consists.of one high-,and.one-16w

,self- monitor. From the perspective of the high self-Mbpitor,

the partier would appear 4o be emiting spontaneous, uncensored

reactions, and such cues are precisely what the high self-,

monitor-seeks. From'the perspective of-the low self-monitor,

'' the partner would appear to be remarkably compatible with

himself. The "compatibilit" is, of course, the' xesult of
, i &

te high,self-monitory image management. But what of

unacquainted pairs of low,,self-monitors? cip suspected that ,

such would also hav uf-i(rtai;le interactions, at t;e ncom
$

0
,.

.
,

least initially, because neither partner would be motivated

to adjust his behavior to .ihat,of.tIle Other t;artner.

.
? ----- -f , . .

In sum, we predicted that:fOr unacquainted paiis of
. .o

t 4

persons,' complementarity ih partnerisself-monktgring,would

attraction
/ , .. /,. -, .

* .

lead to greater and satisfaction with.the

relationship thah.wouldsimilaity in self-monitoring. This

* '

I

AI

hypothesis is daring; gilien the-number ,of studies that have
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failed to find greater attraction in complementary, as opposed
.

to similar, relationship's'. .

r
)

/
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Method
, .

,

'We"thote to test
I
our hypothesis within the content of

;
.

s
...

. .

heterosexual dating encounters. College.s'udents are familiar,

.

.
. . _

with the notion of. a blind date, and the situation is impor-
i

../
I\ : ' t.)' tant 'enough fpr'studentsthat they willattempt to present 1

reasonably positive 'image to their.parrier,

The .encounters were.divided into 3 dessions. Inc the

first session, volunteers met with the experimenter in large,

groups. At that time, tyleSelf-Monitoring Scale, theBem

Androgyny Scale and some personal dat'a''were cdllected from
r. .

each volunteer and the requirements of the study were

explained. Participants had to be between the ages of 18 and

ti 22 `and not s-eadily involved with any regular dating, pertner.

Partfcipants were told they were expected to meet a blind

date, and then'date that person exclusively, for weeks, for

"a minimum of 3 dates. 'People who felt that they may not be

able to meet those requirements 'were encouraged not.to

. continue with the study: This resulted ih a sample size of

64 couples.

The second session involved the individual introductions.

Each,pair lf,participants were'introduced; names, addresses,

and phone numb6rs were exchanged, and then the couple was ,

left alone, for 5 minutes to become, better acquainted: The

5 minutes of conversation was uhobtr,254vely tape - recorded for
.10

L
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'later analysis At the end of the 5 minutes, ,participarits
1

;It
were seated at separate .tables) and given;bipolar,trait rating

.and confidence scales, (Dion Sdales) witri which to give u

initial impressions of^their dates. Fipally they were
,

reminded of, the conditions of tip study sand sent, off to begin.

their3 weeks of'dating: When the 3 weeks had passed;'partici-
. -\ -

pants returned i withoutsmall groups, wthout their datps, to fil,l,

our a, final- Dipn Scale and to sciiscuss'the study.

hft the study was completed,

one (IT four cells,

couples were assigned to

based on a median split of the self-

females: high male high

high male - low female', or

monitoring scores fdr males and
. .

female, low male-- high female,

low male - low female.

Results
j

ti

Recall cy:r preAction that attraction would be greater

in complementary couples than in similar coUples. Ratings

for the pre-datq session (summed Dion, scales) did not' confirm
.

this prediction. Nele$' level Of self-moniidr4ng d id not
.

.,

influeace ,their partner"!ks attraction to them, but females'
'1

Iii

lb

3,evel.of, self-MonitOrirw did, F ( ,32) ='.5.00, g ..04).

When' females rated their'dates, the high self-monitoring
,

1 I
0

women were more-favorable 4pout their.dates than were the low
i .

.

self - monitoring women, regardless of males' level of self-'.
.

monitoring.* When the males rated their dates, however, all

of the males preferkekthe low self;ponitoring females:
. .

.

\ *)
\
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We asked participants to express how confident, they were
41°

that their Tatings. of their dates were correct, and we found

the, same,pattern. igh'self-monitoring females Were More

confident that t -ir ratings were correct. Males felt most

confident abou their ratings when t'h'ey were rating low self-

monitoring females and less so when their dates Were high.

It couldObe arguedthat pre-date ratings were basedon

tOo -little information for_camplementarity tobe recognized.

Unf*tunately,,post-date ratings were not consistent with

predibtioq, either. In the post-dating period, the high

self-monitoring females were. less positive about their

partners than they werein theii pre-date ratings,-.but
. '

Males' level of self-monitoring did not interact with females'

level of self-mbnitoting.

Conclusions and Interprettiohs

-Taken as a whole, data from the present study did not

support our hypothesis that gieater attract.iox would occur in,

couples with ,cOmplementary levels of self-monitoring than in
,

couples w ith similar levels.of self-mbnitoringe Females'
U

Ilevel of self-mon4toring did influence her attraction to her

1
partner, but the attraction did not persist, nor did.it

'act-with the partner'silevel of self- monitoring.

.
There are several explanations for these results:

#

4.

,..
.

First,' the sample size was small andthere-ye're very, few
r,

participants
.'

participants et,.cell.. Consequently, statistical power was
.

.
, ,..' . .

,
low, even' if an effect had been, present, it would have,

/ .

, been difficult to detect.
1
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Second, with the clar!ity'of hindsight, we recognize

that a dating context may not have, been a good'"test site"

4
for our hypothesis.' are.Dating relationships situationally

at(

constrained by sex-role requirements and specific.information

about a given person may not be as useful for this particular

interaction as we had originally assumed.
1

Y . -..:Third, the salience of. tpe partner's' "personality" in a
. . .

first-blind-date situation may have been small, relative to

'

the salience of other dating variables such as physical

attractiveness. di

Finally, it is interesting to note that in earlier

research, BersCheid and her colleagues at,Minnesota found

thatdiigh self-monitors engaged in facilitative distortions,

that is, they saw the dates selected for them as having more

desireable qualities thin other individuals. In our study.

iwe\found this also, but only for females and only prior to
e A

dating. The effect did not persist to the post-date ratings.

Apparently dating a "real" person imposed reality constraints

_upon the perceptions held by the high Self-monitoring

females;. in effect, fording them to depolarize their opinions

of their'dates.
ti

In summary, contrary to prbdictions, this study Provided no

evidence-that complementarity of self=monitoring'affects.

attraction in a 'dating situation.



very long thesis as it was given at the 1981 South'eastern
4

Addendum

The above presentation isza ,very,brief summary of a

Psycnological Conference in Atlanta. Specific questions-
/

should.be addressed toAichele M..Tomarelli4 Departmentof

Psychology, Univeisity of Georgi*, Athens, Georgia, 30602'.
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